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There are scientific and political mobilizations worldwide
that have the fight against morbid obesity (MO) as main

objective. In February 2011, several ministers of health of
the Americas participated in the High-Level Regional
Consultation of the Americas Against Chronic
Noncommunicable Diseases (ECNT), and signed a proposal
with public health goals and guidelines against MO1. Europe
already considered this epidemic one of the biggest
challenges in public health2.

In 2013, there were 72,000 operations to treat
MO in Brazil, and in 2014, more than 80,000 operations,
following the US, in which 140,000 operations were carried
out3. Unfortunately, just over 10% of these operations in
our country were performed in public hospitals. We are
even more concerned when we see that much of obese
patients (75%) who need this operation can only be treated
by the Unified Health System (SUS) and not by the health
insurance one4. We then have three quarters of a population
“allocated” in a system which performs one tenth of bariatric
operations in the country.

The cost of the problem, in 2011, for the SUS
was R$ 487.98 million, representing 1.9% of spending on
health care of medium and high complexity in the country5.
Interestingly, spending on bariatric surgery itself were only
R$ 31,5 million, which may reflect an insufficient number
of operations to the size of the problem. According to
Zilberstein et al., the endless queues waiting for an
operation on SUS reached 2.9 years in 2006, causing a
mortality during the waiting period of 0.66. Based on this
work, and considering a linear growth of obesity of 0.024%
a year7, plus the finding in 2010 by IBGE, of the MO
epidemic, we have enough reasons to understand why
currently the waiting list in the SUS has a mortality rate
equal to or greater than the operation itself, around 1% 8.

Bariatric surgery in SUS was regulated by Decree
No 196 of 29 February 2000, and initially established 22
reference centers in the country9. However, this ordinance
certainly did not contemplate the events of the years that
followed and ended up scaling one reference service in
bariatric surgery for every four million people. In 2007, a
new ordinance was published10, establishing guidelines for
health care, with a view to preventing obesity and care to
the obese, to be implemented in all federal units, respecting

the competencies of the three levels of management. Six
years later, through Ordinance on 425 of 19 March 2013,
the Ministry of Health determined, among other things,
the human resources and infrastructure for the adequacy
and registration of the “High Complexity Center for Patients
with Obesity”11.

Brazil has now 78 units authorized by the Ministry
of Health (MOH) in 20 different states12. Despite various
guidelines and imposed bureaucratic regulations, the system
offers little or no financial or training encouragement to
the staff. The result of this mismatch is that 12 states in
2011, did not perform the 96 operations/year required as a
prerequisite to remain qualified as reference centers. We
have the impression, at this time, of a system biased towards
a vicious cycle, where the productivity demand is made
first and the initiative must be local; then the support
resources arrive, which, in turn, does not cover 100% of
the real needs. In 2011, 5,357 operations were performed
in the SUS and, in 2012, slightly less than 6000. In the face
of so many difficulties of everyday life of a Brazilian public
hospital, plus the inefficient management model across the
country to care for the morbidly obese, currently tertiary
centers not registered by the MOH are implementing new
bariatric surgery programs independently, which may
indicate that the number of operations performed in the
SUS may be underestimated. Again, the system turns
against itself. If there is a highly complex program being
carried out, but without proper recognition by managing
entities, there is failure in statistics, there is no extra local
funds reimbursement, there is no incentive, no staff training,
programs are not sustainable, rendering losses to the local
manager. This culminates in forming another “island”,
isolated in the system with their own and endless queues
of patients waiting for an operation.

There is, no doubt, urgency in reviewing some
guidelines. Even after almost 20 years of consecration of
the method in Brazil, laparoscopic surgery is not covered
by SUS for bariatric surgery. Several studies have
demonstrated the highest efficiency and the lowest
complication rate for this method13,14. In addition, it has
been shown that the higher initial cost of laparoscopic
surgery is offset by the savings in spending on length of
stay, complications and readmissions15. Sussenbach et al.
questioned 32 bariatric surgeons as to how would each of
their services be should there be incorporation by SUS of
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the laparoscopic method for the surgical treatment of MO12

and concluded that all respondents prefer the laparoscopic
approach, believing that there would be more operations
compared with laparotomy.

If there is a safer, less complication, preferably
methods, preferred by the majority of surgeons and cheaper
for public health, why not apply it? The cycle of a model of
bureaucratic management not oriented to the up-to-date
analysis of the population’s needs repeats, confirming what
for some is fact: SUS does not. But is it so? It is true that the
SUS is currently undergoing a serious crisis. Since its creation
in 1988, health in the country has become a universal right
and duty of the state, becoming one of the largest public
health systems in the world. Admittedly, who created the
system did it with extreme perfection, but one detail was
overlooked: exemplary management. After 27 years of its
existence, the SUS is far from perfection. During this period
we witnessed serious management failures and, according
to press reports, misappropriation of health resources and
hence scrapping of the services rendered to the population.
If we make an analogy and observe the numerous decrees
issued by the Ministry of Health for the care in the MO
health-disease process, we can clearly see the gap between
what is written and what is put into practice.

The approval of the Practice Area in Bariatric
Surgery by the Federal Council of Medicine will expand
the horizons of bariatric and metabolic surgery in Brazil,
especially with regard to the formation of residents and to
the continuing education of specialists in the field. In this
moment of euphoria we have to think again about SUS.
How will be the medical residency programs for surgeons
interested in bariatric surgery? Will the SUS bariatric surgery
reference centers be prepared to receive them? Will the
residents be well-trained and ready to perform bariatric
surgery in this current model? What will be the role of
Surgical Societies in this training?

Certainly, major steps have been taken, but to
consolidate them, we need to know how to advance in the
political discussion, regulations, guidelines and undoubtedly
in SUS management models. As we said, we live in a time
of great changes in the world’s epidemiological profile, and
particularly in Brazil. Morbid obesity is among the serious
health problems to be faced. Hopefully bariatric surgery in
SUS – one of the important solutions to the problem – will
not become a bigger problem than the disease itself due to
its bureaucracy and inefficiency. Hopefully the first question
answered here, “which is the largest public health problem:
morbid obesity or bariatric surgery in SUS”, will be quickly
answered.
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